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 In this paper, we introduce the concepts of webs, compatible 

webs, completing webs and uniformly completing webs in locally convex cones. We 

obtain some criteria for locally convex cones with completing webs. Finally, we 

prove a closed graph type theorem in locally convex cones. 
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1. Introduction 

  A cone is a set   endowed with an addition and a scalar multiplication for 

nonnegative real numbers. The addition is associative and commutative, and   has 

a neutral element  . Also the scalar multiplication has the usual associative and 

distributive properties, that is            ,             ,           

  ,       and      for all       and      . 

  The theory of locally convex cones was developed in [4] and [6]. In this theory, 

a topological structure on a cone is introduced with the help of an order theoretical 

concept or a convex quasiuniform structure. In this paper we use the latter. For 

recent researches see [1, 3]. 

  Let   be a cone. A convex quasiuniform structure on  , is a collection   of 

convex subsets          if the following properties hold: 

         for every     (              ); 

     for all       there is a     such that      ; 

                  for all     and      ; 

          for all     and    . 

  We note that for       ,  
                                               

  Let   be a cone and   be a convex quasiuniform structure on  . The pair       is 

called a locally convex cone if 

     for each     and     there is some     such that         . 

  With every convex quasiuniform structure   on   we associate two topologies: 

The neighborhood bases for an element   in the upper and lower topologies are 

given by the sets  
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  The common refinement of the upper and lower topologies is called symmetric 

topology. A neighborhood base for     in this topology is given by the sets  
                         

  Let   and   be convex quasiuniform structures on  . We say that   is finer than 

  if for each     there is     such that    . 

  Let   be a cone and   be a convex quasiuniform structure on  . The subset   of 

  is called a base for   if for each     there are    ,           and         

  such that              . 

  In locally convex cone       the  closure of     is defined to be the set 
  ⋂          
(see [4], Chapter I). The locally convex cone       is called separated if     

implies     for      . It is proved in [4] that a locally convex cone is separated 

if and only if its symmetric topology is Hausdorff. 

  Let   be a cone. A convex subset   of    is called uniformly convex whenever it 

has the properties      and     . The locally convex cone       is called a   -cone 

whenever            for some     (see [2]). 

  The extended real number system          is a cone endowed with the usual 

algebraic operations, in particular        for all    ,           for all 

    and         . We set  ̃    ̃     , where  ̃          
 
          

  Then  ̃ is a convex quasiuniform structure on   and     ̃  is a locally convex 

cone. For     the intervals          are the upper and the intervals          

are the lower neighborhoods, while for      the entire cone   is the only upper 

neighborhood, and      is open in the lower topology. The symmetric topology is 

the usual topology on   with as an isolated point   . 

  For cones   and  , a mapping       is called a linear operator  if        

          and             hold for all       and    . If both       and 

      are locally convex cones, the operator   is called (uniformly) continuous if 

for every     one can find     such that           . 

  A linear functional on   is a linear operator      . We denote the set of all 

linear functional on   by      (the algebraic dual of  ). For a subset   of    we 

define polar     as follows  
                                    

  Clearly                . A linear functional   on       is (uniformly) continuous 

if      for some    . The dual cone    of a locally convex cone       consists 

of all continuous linear functionals on   and is the union of all polars    of 

neighborhoods    . 

  We shall say that the locally convex cone       has the strict separation 

property  if the following holds:  

      For all       and     such that          for some    , there is a  

linear functional      such that             ([4], II, 2.12).  
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  Also we shall say that the subset   of    has the property      if the following 

holds: 

 if        , then there is      such that             and             for all 
         
  Let       be a locally convex cone. The subset   of    is called  -bounded 

whenever it is absorbed by each    . The subset   of   is called bounded above 

(or below) whenever       (or      ) is  -bounded, respectively (see [2]). 

  A dual pair        consists of two cones   and   with a bilinear mapping  

                  , 

 (see [4]). If       is a dual pair, then every     is a linear mapping on  . We 

denote the coarsest convex quasiuniform structure on   that makes all     

continuous by        . In fact             is the projective limit of     ̃  by 

    as linear mappings on   (projective limits of locally convex cones were 

defined in [5]). 

  Let       be a dual pair. We shall say that a subset   of   is        -bounded 

below whenever it is bounded below in locally convex cone            . Let   be 

a collection of        -bounded below subsets of   such that 

         for all     and    , 

    For all       there is     such that      . 

      is spanned by ⋃      . 

  For     we set  
                                        

and                   It is proved in [4], page 37, that        is a convex 

quasiuniform structure on   and             is a locally convex cone. 

  Let       and       be locally convex cones. The linear operator       is 

called  -bounded whenever for every  -bounded subset   of   ,          is  -

bounded. The locally convex cone       is called bornological if every  -bounded 

linear operator from       into any locally convex cone is continuous. The linear 

operator       is called bounded below whenever for every bounded below 

subset   of  ,      is bounded below. The locally convex cone       is called  -

bornological if every bounded below linear operator from       into any locally 

convex cone is continuous (see [2]). Since every  -bounded linear operator is 

bounded below, every  -bornological cone is bornological. 

  For a subset   of    we denote by       , the smallest uniformly convex subset 

of   , which contains   and call it the uniform convex hull of  . 

  Bornological and  -bornological locally convex cones were studied in [2]. We 

review the construction of these structures briefly: Let   be a cone and   be a 

uniformly convex subset of  . We set                        and    

       
       . Then         is a locally convex cone (a   -cone). In [2], we 

proved that there is the finest convex quasiuniform structure    (or    ) on locally 

convex cone       such that    (or  ) has the same  -bounded (or bounded 

below) subsets under   and   (or    ). The locally convex cone        is the 
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inductive limit of the   -cones           , where   is the collection of all 

uniformly convex and  -bounded subsets of   . Also         is the inductive limit 

of the   -cones           , where                                  . The 

locally convex cone       is bornological or  -bornological if and only if   is 

equivalent to    or    , respectively. 

  Let       be a locally convex cone. A net         in       is called lower (upper) 

Cauchy if for every     there is some      such that           (respectively, 

         ) for all       with       . Also         is called symmetric Cauchy 

if for each     there is some      such that           for all       with 

      . The locally convex cone       is called lower (upper and symmetric) 

complete if every lower (respectively, upper and symmetric) Cauchy net 

converges to an element of   in the lower (respectively, upper and symmetric) 

topology. 

  The locally convex cone       is called sequentially lower (upper and 

symmetric) complete if every lower (respectively, upper and symmetric) Cauchy 

sequence converges to an element of   in the lower (respectively, upper and 

symmetric) topology.  

 

2. Locally convex cones with webs 

 
  Firstly, we define the concept of web in cones. We mean a web   in a cone   as 

a countable collection of uniformly convex subsets of   , indexed by the finite 

sequences of positive integers and arranged by layers. The first layer consists of 

the sequence        , whose union absorbs each point of              i.e. for 

each         there are     and     such that          . For each    there is 

a sequence          of subsets 
 

 
  , whose union, i.e. ⋃         absorbs each points 

of   . All the sets    , when   and   vary, consist the second layer of  . For each 

set     there is a sequence           of subsets of 
 

 
   , whose union, i.e. ⋃          

absorbs each point of    . By the induction, the sets         
 can be defined. A 

strand of the web   is any sequence              , one from each layer. Thus 

each infinite sequence         of positive integers determines the strand 

                              . Then we can denote a typical strand by        . 

Therefore      
 

 
   for each    .  

 

 

Definition 2.1. Let       be a locally convex cone. We shall say that the 

web   is compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure of  , i.e.  , 

whenever for each strand         and each    , there is     such that     .  

  For a subset   of    and    , we set                   ,         

           and                .  
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Lemma 2.2. Let       be a locally convex cone. Then the web   is 

compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure   if and only if for each     

and every strand      and each choice         (or         ) the sequence 

        is upper (or lower) convergent to  .   

Proof. Let     be arbitrary and      be a strand of  . If the web   is 

compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure   and          (or    

     ) for each    , then for every    , there is     such that     . Then 

     for all     by the definition of a web. This implies that            (or 

          ). This shows that         (or        ) for all     i.e.         is 

upper (or lower) convergent to  . For the converse let     and      be a strand. 

For arbitrary     and                 there is     such that for each     we 

have          (i.e.                 is upper convergent to  ). Now, since    is 

an arbitrary element of      , we have           , for all    . Now, suppose 

        . Then             . Thus        . Then the web   is compatible. 

Similarly, if                 is lower convergent to  , then we can prove that the 

web   is compatible.  

 

Corollary 2.3. Let       be a locally convex cone. If the web   is 

compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure  , then for each     and 

every strand      and each choice            the sequence      is symmetric 

convergent to  .   

 

Lemma 2.4. Let       be a locally convex cone and the web   is 

compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure  . For the strand        and 

each choice        (or        ), the sequence of partial sums of the series 
∑     is lower (or upper) Cauchy.   

Proof. Let     and for each    ,         . Since   is compatible with the 

convex quasiuniform structure  , there is     such that    
 

 
 . Let    ∑   

     . 

For       we have  

             ∑  

 

     

                ∑  

 

     

                  

      
 

 
     

 

       

         

         
 

 
  

 

 
     

 Then      is lower Cauchy. Similarly, if         , then we can prove the 

sequence of partial sums of the series ∑     is upper Cauchy.   

Corollary 2.5. Let       be a locally convex cone and the web   is 

compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure  . For the strand         and 
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each choice         , the sequence of partial sums of the series ∑     is lower, 

upper and symmetric Cauchy.   

 

Corollary 2.6.  Let       be a sequentially symmetric complete locally 

convex cone and the web   is compatible with the convex quasiuniform structure 

 . For the strand         and each choice          the series ∑     is symmetric 

convergent.   

 

Definition 2.7. Let       be a locally convex cone. The compatible web   

in       is called completing if for each strand         the series ∑     is 

symmetric convergent for every choice           .  

  By Corollary 2.6, in every sequentially symmetric complete locally convex cone, 

each compatible web is completing.  

Example 2.8. Let   endowed with the topology   be a locally convex space 

and   be a neighborhood base of convex and balanced sets for  . For each     

we set  ̃                  . Then the collection  ̃    ̃      is a convex 

quasiuniform structure on    and     ̃  is a locally convex cone. The upper, lower 

and symmetric topologies of     ̃  is identical with the topology  . Now, let   be 

a web in     ̃  as a locally convex cone. Then the collection               

is a web in   as a locally convex space. Also, if   is a web in   as a locally 

convex space, then the collection  ̃    ̃     , where  ̃                   

is a web in     ̃  as a locally convex space. If   is completing or compatible in   

as a locally convex space, then  ̃ is completing or compatible in     ̃ , since the 

upper, lower and symmetric topologies of     ̃  is identical with  . Therefore the 

concept of web in locally convex cones is an extension of the concept of web in 

locally convex spaces.   

 

Example 2.9. We consider the cone                           

endowed with the usual algebraic operations. We set          and  
  ̃                                        
                                     

 Then      ̃      is a convex quasiuniform structure on   and       is a 

locally convex cone. We prove that       is symmetric complete. Since       is 

a   -cone, it is enough to show that every symmetric Cauchy sequence is 

symmetric convergent. Let              is a symmetric Cauchy sequence in  . 

Then for each     there is      such that for each       ,                   

  ̃. Then for each       ,                 and            

    . This shows that           and           for each       . 

Therefore the sequences         and         are Cauchy sequences in   with 

respect to the usual topology. Since   is complete with respect to the usual 

topology, there are       such that      and     . It is clear that    . We 
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prove that               with respect to the symmetric topology of  . For     

there are         such that for each     ,          and for each     , 

        . Now, for each             , we have               and 

             . Therefore               with respect to the symmetric 

topology and       is symmetric complete. We construct the web   on   as 

follows:  

   
  ̃      

 
 

 
 ̃           

 
 

    
 ̃  

Clearly,   is a compatible web on  . Now since       is symmetric complete,   

is completing by Corollary 2.6.   

 

Proposition 2.10. Let       be a sequentially symmetric complete locally 

convex cone. If   has a countable base, then       has a completing web.   

Proof. We choose the base         for   such that         for each    . Let   

is the web formed by taking every set in the  th layer to be   . Clearly,   is a 

compatible web. Now, since       is sequentially symmetric complete, then   is 

completing.  

Corollary 2.11. Let       be a sequentially symmetric complete   -cone. 

Then       has a completing web.  

  The concept of completion for locally convex cones has been established in [3]. 

For a locally convex cone       with     , the completion  ̂ of  , is the subcone 

⋂                   of       endowed with the convex convex quasiuniform 

structure  ̂      ̂    , where           . For details see [3].  

Lemma 2.12. Let       be a locally convex cone with      and   be a 

collection of         -bounded subsets of   with the properties    ,     and    . If 

every linear functional on   which is continuous on each          , where    

           for    , is continuous on  , then the locally convex cone 

              is complete with respect to upper and symmetric topology.   

Proof. We prove that the completion of    under          is identical with  . Let 

    ̂  ⋂                
     ⋂      ⋃               

    . Then for each     

there is     such that               . Then there exist      and     
  such 

that      . For    , we have     
  and then             

 . This shows 

that        
                      

 . This yields that   is continuous on each 

   . Now, the assumption shows that   is continuous on   and then     . 

Therefore               . Then   ̂    . This shows that               is 

complete with respect to upper and symmetric topology. 

  

Proposition 2.13. Let       be a  -bornological locally convex cone with 

     and   be a collection of         -bounded subsets of   with the properties 

   ,     and    . If every lower compact subset   of   is contained in some    , 

then               is complete with respect to upper and symmetric topology.   
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Proof. Let   be a linear functional on   which is continuous on each          , 

where               for    . We prove that   is bounded below on  . If it is 

not true, then there are points    in some bounded below subset   of   such that 

         ,    . Since   is bounded below, the sequence  
  

 
     is lower 

convergent to   in  . This shows that the set  
  

 
          is lower compact and 

then it is contained in some    . Since   
  

 
    , we conclude that   is not 

lower bounded on  . This contradiction shows that   is bounded below on  . 

Since       is a  -bornological locally convex cone,   is continuous. Now Lemma 

2.12 shows that               is complete with respect to upper and symmetric 

topology.  

   Suppose       is a locally convex cone. We set                   , where   

is the collection of all bounded below subsets of  .  

 

Corollary 2.14. Let       be a  -bornological locally convex cone with 

    . Then                is upper and symmetric complete.   

Proof. For, every lower compact subset of   is bounded below.  

 

Theorem 2.15 Let       be a  -bornological locally convex cone with 

    . If   has a countable base, then                has a completing web.  

Proof. Let      be a base for   and   be the collection of all bounded below 

subsets of  . For     we set   ̃                      . We define   as 

follows: 

     ̃  
        

 

 
  ̃

              
 

    
  ̃

    

  Then clearly   is a web. Now, let     be arbitrary and         be an strand of 

 . Then    
 

      ̃
  for some    . Since   is bounded below, there is     such 

that          . Then 
 

 
   

          . This shows that  

   
 ̃  

 

 
  

 
̃

         ̃      

Now there is     such that 
 

      . Therefore  

   
 

    
  ̃

     
 ̃      

Then   is a compatible web. Now, since                is symmetric complete 

by the Corollary 2.14, then   is a completing web by Lemma 2.6.   

Corollary 2.16. Let       be a  -bornological   -cone with     . Then 

               has a completing web by Theorem 2.15. In fact every   -cone has 

a countable base and  
 

 
       is a base for  .  

  Now, we turn to study some stability properties of the classes of locally convex 

cones with webs. If a locally convex cone       has a compatible web, then 

clearly every subcone of   has a compatible web. Also, if       has a completing 
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web, then every sequentially symmetric complete subcone of   has a completing 

web.  

Proposition 2.17. Let       and       be separated locally convex cones 

and       be a continuous linear operator. 

    If       has a compatible web, then          has a compatible web, where  
                   

     If       has a completing web, then          has a completing web. 

 

  

Proof. For    , let   be a compatible web on  . We define   as follows:         
 

              
 . Then it is clear that   is a web in         . We prove   it is 

compatible. Let     and         be a strand of  , then there is a strand         

of   such that             . Also, there is     such that           , since 

  is continuous. Now, since   is a compatible web, there is     such that 

    . Then                        . This shows that   is compatible. 

  For     , let   be a completing web on  . We show that   as defined above is 

completing. Let           . Then                  . Let              for each 

   . Since   is completing, ∑     is symmetric convergent. Now, the continuity 

of   shows that            is symmetric convergent.  

Theorem 2.18. Let       be the projective limit of separated locally 

convex cones         by the linear mappings        . If each         has a 

compatible web   , then       has a compatible web  . Also suppose that 

         whenever      is a sequence in   such that          is symmetric convergent 

in    for each    , then      is symmetric convergent in  . 

Then       has a completing web   if each         has a completing web   .  

Proof. For the first layer of  , we consider the sets        
     

  , where    
      

is the first layer of   . For the sets of the second layer of   which is determined 

by        
     

  , we take the sets  
       

      
          

     
                   

where    
   is the first layer of   . If we continue this way, then we can 

determine the strand    of   by  
          

     
          

       
                 

    
where    

   is a strand in the web   . Now, let    . Since       is the projective 

limit of separated locally convex cones        , then there are     and      , 

        such that ⋂   
          

        . Since    is a compatible web for each 

         , there is     such that  
  

         
             

      
This shows that  

   ⋂ 

 

   

       
         

   ⋂ 
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                                                          ⋂  

 

   

       
        

Therefore   is compatible. 

  Now suppose     holds and       for each    . Then for       with    , 

we have          
 . Since    is completing, ∑            is symmetric convergent. 

Then for        
   ,             is symmetric convergent in         for each    . 

Now     shows that     
    is symmetric convergent in      .   

Corollary 2.19. If       is sequentially symmetric complete and is the 

projective limit of sequences of locally convex cones with compatible webs then 

      has a completing web.   

Corollary 2.20.  If       ∏             and each         has a 

completing web, then       has a completing web. In fact, for every    ,       

is the projection map form   into    which satisfies condition    .   

Example 2.21. Consider the cone   ∏   
        ̃  i.e. the cone all 

sequences in   . We consider the projective limit convex quasiuniform structure 

on   and denote it by  . This structure consists of the sets  
                                         

Since      ̃  is a symmetric complete   -cone, it has a completing web by 

Corollary 2.11. Now, Corollary 2.20, shows that       has a completing web.  
  

2. The closed graph theorem 

 
  The main aim of this section is to prove a closed graph type theorem for a linear 

operator from a complete separated bornological locally convex cone into a 

locally convex cone with some properties. Suppose       and       are locally 

convex cones. The graph of   is the set                        . If   is 

symmetric continuous, then its graph is symmetric closed in        , where   

is the projective limit convex quasiuniform structure on    . But the converse is 

not true in general. In this section we find some conditions under which the 

converse holds. 

  For the proving the main results of this section i.e. the the closed graph theorem, 

we need some useful topological results which will be established in the following 

three Lemmas.  

Lemma 3.1. Let       be a separated locally convex cone. Then   

endowed with the symmetric topology has a base of symmetric closed 

neighborhoods.  

Proof. Let    . It is enough to show that  
 

 
      

 

 
  

 

      , where 

 
 

 
      

 

 
  

 

 denotes the closure of  
 

 
      

 

 
   with respect to the symmetric 

topology. Let    
 

 
      

 

 
  

 

. Then  
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Let    
 

 
      

 

 
    

 

 
      

 

 
  . Then        

 

 
  ,       

 

 
  ,        

 

 
   and 

       
 

 
  . This shows that         an         by     . Then        .   

 

 

 

Lemma 3.2. Let       be a Baire space with respect to its symmetric 

topology. Then the followings hold. 

    If   is any web in      , then there is a strand         of   such that      

 
 is 

a symmetric neighborhood (i.e. contains a symmetric neighborhood of an element 

of  ) for each    , 

    if   is a web in       such that ⋃   
              absorbs each point of   i.e. for 

each     there is     and     such that             , then there is a strand 

        of   such that        
 
 is a symmetric neighborhood for each    .   

Proof. For    , we define a strand         for which each set       is not meagre 

(the set of interior points of      

 
 is nonempty): the union of the sets of the first 

layer absorbs each point of           . This shows that ⋃   
          

 absorbs each 

point of  . Since       is a Baire space with respect to its symmetric topology, 

there is      such that       
 is not meagre. Now, since each point of       

absorbed by the union of the sets        ,    , there is      such that         
 

is not meagre in   with respect to symmetric topology. By continuing this way we 

obtain the non meagre sets            
. Now, we set            

. Since for 

each    ,       is not meagre,      

 
 has an interior point     . Then for each 

   , there is      and      such that               

 
. Then      

 
 is a 

symmetric neighborhood of    for each    . 

  For    , let   be a web in       such that ⋃   
              absorbs each point of  . 

Then there is      such that    
      

 is not meagre, since   is Baire space. 

Now since each point of    
      

 is absorbed by the union of the sets            , 

    there is      such that      
        

 is not meagre in   with respect to 

symmetric topology. By continuing this way we can determine the non-meagre 

sets         
           

. We set            
. Since for each    ,         is not 

meagre,        
 
 has an interior point     . Then for each    , there is      

such that                 
 
.  

 

Lemma 3.3. Let       be a symmetric complete separated   -cone. Then 

      is a Baire space endowed with the symmetric topology.  

Proof. We prove that the intersection of any countable collection of open dense 

subsets of   is dense. Let            and         be a  collection of open 

subsets of   which are dense in   with respect to symmetric topology. It is 
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enough to show that the intersection of any symmetric neighborhood   with 

⋂   
      is nonempty. Since    is dense, then        and hence there is 

       . Now since      is a symmetric neighborhood there is      such that 

              
 
      by Lemma 3.1. Since                is a symmetric 

neighborhood and    is dense there is                      and      such that 

              
 
                  . By the induction there are      

 

 
 and   , 

    such that               
 
                        , since    is symmetric 

neighborhood and dense. The above steps show that the sequence         is 

symmetric Cauchy in  . Then         is convergent to some     by symmetric 

completeness of  . Now closedness of               
 
 shows that 

                
 
   for all    . On the other hand, we have      for each 

   . Therefore      ⋂   
       and    ⋂   

        .  

 

Corollary 3.4. Let       be a symmetric complete separated   -cone. Then 

by Lemma 3.3,       is a Baire space with respect to symmetric topology. Now 

Lemma 3.2 shows that for any web   in       there is a strand      such that 

     

 
 is a symmetric neighborhood for each    . 

 

Definition 3.5. We say that the locally convex cone       is symmetric 

quasi-full whenever for    ,     and         there is         such that 

     .  

Example 3.6. The locally convex cone     ̃ , where  ̃    ̃      and 

 ̃          
 
       , is a symmetric quasi-full locally convex cone. For     

and     we have  ̃    ̃                         ̃    ̃. For     , we 

have  
 ̃    ̃     ̃    ̃        

Example 3.7. Let        be the cone of all  -valued functions on 

nonempty set  . For the constant positive real function      , we set  ̃         

                      . Then  ̂    ̃      is a convex quasiuniform structure 

      . We denote by         the subcone of        which contains all uniformly 

bounded below  -valued functions on   with respect to  ̂. Then           ̂  is a 

locally convex cone. We prove that           ̂  is symmetric quasi-full. Let 

   ̃    .̃ Then             and             for all    . If for every    , 

      , then         for all    . Therefore            and              

for all     in this case. Then        ̃    .̃ Now, since          , the 

assertion holds in this case. On the other hand, if        , for some     and 

        for all    , then        , and         for all    . Now, we define 

the function   as following  

     {
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We have       and    ̃    .̃ Then the locally convex cone           ̂  is 

symmetric quasi-full.  

 

Lemma 3.8. Let       be a symmetric quasi-full locally convex cone and 

      be another locally convex cone. Then the linear operator       is 

symmetric continuous on   if and only if it is symmetric continuous at  .  

Proof. If       is symmetric continuous on  , then clearly it is symmetric 

continuous at  . We prove the converse. Let   be symmetric continuous at   and 

let     and    . There is     such that                        . We 

prove that                  . Let        . Since       is symmetric quasi-

full, there is         such that      . Then  
                                                  

Therefore   is symmetric continuous at  . 

Definition 3.9. Let       be a locally convex cone. The web   on   is 

called uniformly completing if it has the following properties 

       is completing, 

     ⋃   
  

          absorbs each point of  , where            is the first layer of  , 

     for a strand      of   and    ,            

 
 and          

 
 imply 

that           

 
.  

 

Example 3.10.  We consider the locally convex cone       from the 

Example 2.9. We have  
 ̃      ̃                                              

                                 
 We prove that the neighborhood  ̃      ̃ is closed with respect to the symmetric 

topology: If        ̃      ̃
 

, then there is a sequence                     which is 

symmetric convergent to      . Then the sequences         and         are 

convergent to   and   respectively. This shows that         . Then       

 ̃      ̃. We claim that the web  , which was defined in Example 2.9, is 

uniformly completing: The condition      holds by Example 2.9. For     , we have 

           ̃      ̃                   for each     . For        , if 

          then clearly        ̃      ̃     
      

 for each     . Let         and 

         . We set               . Then we have  
 

 
 
 

 
            and       

  
 

 
 
 

 
       

      
 . This shows that    

      
 absorbs each point of  . For     , 

let      be a strand of   and    . Then    
 

     ̃ and 

         
 

     ̃       
 

     ̃  
 

      ̃      ̃ . This shows that  

       

 
 

 

    
  ̃      ̃ 

 

 
 

    
  ̃      ̃ 

 

 
 

    
  ̃      ̃   

Let                    

 
 and              

 
. Then                 

 

      ̃      ̃ . This shows that         
 

      ̃      ̃ . Then               
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     . Therefore                
 

     
 

      and              

  
 

     
 

     . This implies  

      
 

    
  ̃      ̃                   

 
  

Then   is a uniformly completing web on  .  

 

Theorem 3.11.  Let       be a separated symmetric complete and 

symmetric quasi-full   -cone and       be a separated locally convex cone with a 

uniformly completing web  . Then every linear operator       with symmetric 

closed graph is symmetric continuous.  

Proof. The inverse image of the sets of   by    , form a web in   and therefore 

by Lemma 3.2 there is a strand      of   such that             
 
 is a symmetric 

neighborhood for each    . Then for every     there is      and      such 

that                      
 
. Without loss of generality we suppose    

             and            is decreasing base for   (since       is a   -cone, 

  has a such base). Since       is quasi-full, we have  

            
 
                     

for each    . This implies  

                     
 
                          

Therefore                                    for each    . Since   is 

symmetric quasi-full, we have                    . Then  
                                      

for each    . Now let   be a symmetric closed neighborhood of   in      . Then 

there is     such that                 . We shall prove that             . 

Let           . Then there is                and            such that 

                    . Also, there is                and                

such that                       . Then  
                                 

By continuing this way we obtain                      and                

such that  

∑  

 

   

              ∑ 

 

   

            

Also, we have  
∑   

                 ∑   
               

                                                    

                 
 

 
            

 

                    

             
 

               

                    
                                                                                  (3.1)  
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 Since   is a completing web and                       , the series ∑   
      and 

∑   
           are symmetric convergent. Let their limit be   and   respectively. 

Now if    , by (3.1) we have  

                   

 
  

Also, since  
 ∑   

                                                          

we have              

 
. Therefore                   

 
  

 
  , since   is 

uniformly completing. This shows that   is symmetric continuous at  . Now since 

      is symmetric quasi-full, Lemma 3.8 shows that   is symmetric continuous at 

each    .  

 

Theorem 3.12 (Closed Graph Theorem). Let       be a separated 

bornological locally convex cone which is symmetric complete and symmetric 

quasi-full and       be a separated locally convex cone with a uniformly 

completing web  . Then every linear operator       with symmetric closed 

graph is symmetric continuous. 

Proof. By Proposition 2.12 from [1],       is the inductive limit of complete 

separated   -subcones           , where   is the collection of all uniformly 

convex  -bounded subsets of   , under the inclusion mappings        ,    . 

Since   induces    on    for each    , the   -cones            are symmetric 

quasi-full. Also, for each    ,    is symmetric continuous, then it has closed 

graph. Then for each    ,      has closed graph. Now, by Theorem 3.11, each 

     is symmetric continues. This shows that   is symmetric continuous.   

 

 Example 3.13. We consider the locally convex cones           ̃  from 

Example 3.7 and       from Example 3.10. The first one i.e.           ̃  is 

separated, bornological (a   -cone), symmetric complete and symmetric quasi-

full. Also,       is separated and has a uniformly completing web (see Example 

3.10). Now, every linear operator from           ̃  into       with closed graph 

is symmetric continuous by Theorem 3.12. If we consider the subcone           ̃  

of           ̃ , then for every    , the linear operator              ̃        

defined by                  , has closed graph with respect to symmetric 

topology. Then it is symmetric continuous by Theorem 3.12. 
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